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Let R,, R, , R,, be a nondegenerate binary linear recurrence of integers defined 
byR,=AR,~,+ER,_,(n>l),whereR,=O,R,=l,andA,Barefixednonzero 
integers. It is proved that 
J 
6.10glR,.Rz...R,I=n+0 
log[R,, R*r . . . . &I 
for any sufficiently large integer N ([ ] denotes the least common multiple of 
numbers). 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let R = (R,};co be a binary linear recurrence defined by fixed integers 
A, 4 Ro, R, (AB # 0 and Rt + Rf # 0) and by the recursion 
R, = AR,- 1 + BR,- 2 (n > 1). The polynomial x2 - Ax - B is called the 
characteristic polynomial of R and we denote its roots by a and /I. 
Throughout this paper we assume that Ial 2 I/II and a/p is not a root of 
unity (that is R is a nondegenerate sequence). It is known that the terms R, 
can be expressed by 
R, = aa” + bb” (1) 
for any n 2 0, where a = (R, - R,,P)/(a - /I) and b = (R, - Roa)/(/l - a). If 
we choose A = B = R, = 1 and R. = 0, then we get the well-known 
Fibonacci sequence which will be denoted by U and the terms of it by u, 
(u,=u,_,+u,-2, ug=o, u,=l). 
For the Fibonacci sequence Y. V. Matiyasevich and R. K. Guy [S] 
proved the property 
lim 
6.log(u, J . u2.. . u,) = II, n-+02 logCu1, u2, .*., U”l 
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where [u,, u2, . . . . u,] denotes the least common multiple of the terms 
UI 7 u2, . . . . u,. The authors ask what other sequence can replace the 
Fibonacci numbers in formula (2). Y. V. Matiyasevich [4] and M. Davis 
[l] showed that a similar result holds for the sequence R defined by 
R,,=O, R,= 1, A is an integer, B= 1, and R,=O, R,= 1, A is an even 
integer, B = - 1, respectively. 
In this paper we show that the Fibonacci sequence in (2) can be replaced 
by any nondegenerate sequence R with R, = 0, R, = 1, and (A, B) = 1. We 
also give an error term for formula (2). 
THEOREM. If R is a nondegenerate binary linear recurrence for which 
R,=O, R, = 1, and (A, B)= 1, then 
for any N sufficiently large. 
Remarks. (i) From our theorem formula (2) follows in the case 
A=B=l since l/logN+Oas N-co. 
(ii) From (1) the terms of R have the form 
an-p 
R,=- 
a-B 
(3) 
and R, #O for any n > 0 since a/b is not a root of unity. Furthermore 
IR,.R1... RN1 > 1 and [R,, R2, . . . . RN] > 1 if N is sufficiently large since 
R,-,oo asn+co. 
For the proof of the theorem we need some notation and lemmas for 
sequences satisfying the conditions of our theorem. For a prime p, which 
divides some terms of the sequence, we denote by r(p) the least positive 
subscript i for which p divides Ri and by k(p) the greatest exponent j for 
which pj divides RrCpJ. That is pl R,(,,) but p j R, if 0 <n < r(p) and 
pkCp’ I R+., but pj j RrCp) if j > k(p). 
LEMMA 1. p k(p)+s divides R, if and only ifp” . r(p) divides n for any non- 
negative integer s. 
Proof It is a known property of binary recurrences (see, e.g., [3]). 
P. Kiss [2] proved the following result: 
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LEMMA 2. 
where the sum is over the prime factors p of [R,, R,, . . . . RN]. 
LEMMA 3. 
‘og[R,, R,, . . . . &I = 
3 *log Ial 
x2 
N2 + O(N2,‘log N). 
Proof Let 
[RI, R,, . ..> RN] = L =p;’ .p’:. . .p:‘, 
where pi are distinct primes, pi divides Rj for some j, 2 5 j S N, and yi is the 
maximum of the exponents h for which p” divides some Rj. It is evident 
that yi 2 k(pi) and so we can write yi = k(pi) + si, where Si is a nonnegative 
integer. By Lemma 1, p: =pi ~pi)+~f divides R, if and only if r(p,) .pp divides 
n (n 5 N), therefore N/r(pi)p; 2_ 1 and so 
Ocs,slogN-logr(~i) 
- I- 
&4P, * 
(4) 
By the definition of L we have 
log L= 1 yi.logpi 
PI I L 
= C k(pi)‘lOgpi+ C Si’lOgpj. (5) 
PllL PllL 
It is known that p zn - 1 if r(p) =n (see, e.g., [3]), furthermore 
IR,I = O( la/“) by (3). It implies that the number of distinct primes p with 
r(p) = n is at most O(n/log n). Thus by (4) we get 
05 C si.lOgP;S 1 lOg(N/r(pi)) 
PllL PII L 
= 1 log(W(p))= c c 1ogUVn) ~(P)SN I<nSN p 
r(P)-n 
(6) 
641/31/3-z 
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However, one can check, e.g., by using Euler’s summation formula, that 
c L< 
N2 
-i-O 
1<nJogn=210gN - 
(7) 
and so, by (5)-(7) and Lemma 2, the required result follows. 
LEMMA 4. There are positive constants cl, c2, and n,, depending only on 
the parameters of the sequence, such that 
]~1/“.n~“‘~ IRA 5 c*. bin 
for any n > n,. 
Proof: The upper bound for I&I is trivial by (3). The lower bound is 
also trivial if a and jl are real numbers since in this case Ial > I/II and 
#/Ix)~ + 0 as n + co. If tl and /I are not real, then the lemma follows from a 
result of C. L. Stewart (see [6, Lemma 61). 
LEMMA 5. For any sufficiently large integer N we have 
log I4 loglR,.R2-.R,I=FN2+O(NlogN). 
ProoJ Since 
c logn=log(N!)=O(N.logN) 
ISHSN 
by lemma 4 
log IR,.R2...RNI 
= c 1% IRA 
2 1 log(IaI”.n-“)+0(l) 
ISflSN 
=loglal. 1 n-c,. 1 logn+O(l) 
lStl6N 15fl5N 
1% I4 =FN2+O(NlogN) 
and 
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log JR, -Rz...RJ 
= 2 1% IR,I 
lS?lSN 
5 c lode, bl”)+O(l) 
I~n~N 
=log (a( * 1 n+N-logc,+O(l) 
l$?I$N 
bit I4 =TN2+u(N) 
follow and so the lemma is proved. 
Proof of the theorem. Using the estimations given by Lemmas 3 and 5 
we get 
6 .(log laj/2)N2+ O(N.log N) 
(3 .log (al/r2)N2 + O(N2/log N) 
3 ’ log 1~~1 . N2. (1 + O(log N/N)) 
3.loglcrl.N2.(1+O(l/logN)) 
which proves the theorem. 
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